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Bankruptcy classification and prediction are imperative for informed decision making and problem-solving in actual risk 
assessment. Knowledge discovery using data mining techniques are commonly applied in bankruptcy classification and 
prediction. This paper presents a comparison of three different classification algorithms namely NaiveBayes (NaiveBayes 
classifier), Logistic Regression (Logistic classifier) and C4.5 decision tree (J48 classifier) for bankruptcy classification 
analysis. Qualitative bankruptcy data retrieved from UCI Machine Learning Repository is used for the experimental study. 
The paper adopted percentage split and cross validation methods for more precise results of the classification performance. 
The results of the experiment show that NaiveBayes classifier has higher accuracy compares to Logistic and J48 classifiers. 
The paper contributes as a reference in high accuracy classifier selection for more effective decision supports in solving 
bankruptcy classification problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of data acquisition and storage 
technology has prompt the accelerate growing of 
tremendous volume of data stored in databases, data 
warehouses, and data repositories. Regardless of the ease 
to collect data, the effort required to extract pertinent 
knowledge from databases or repositories has become 
significantly greater. Subsequently, data mining which 
expedites the knowledge discovery from the enormous 
amount of data has attracted the attention of all. Data 
mining approaches are generally used to access business 
problems such as customer retention, fraud detection, and 
market analysis1. 

Financial stability is predominantly needed to ensure  
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business survival to avoid financial failure such as 
bankruptcy2. Bankruptcy is a state where organizations 
unable to pay its debt3. Bankruptcy impacts the global 
economy and provokes unemployment, financial failure, 
recession, and poor economic situations which eventually 
causing ample loss to banks, shareholders and the 
community4. It is essential to deliver accurate and timely 
strategic business decisions to prevent business loss. In a 
business context, bankruptcy prediction accuracy dire to 
creditors, shareholders, business managers and policy 
makers5. Hence, prediction analysis like bankruptcy 
prediction analysis support decision making in business 
analytic2.Bankruptcy prediction estimates the probability 
of bankruptcy of a firm. A firm is tending to bankrupt if 
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